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The GLORY World Series keeps getting more and more interesting as the card trickles out. The
event organizer Martijn de Jong is currently on vacation in Indonesia, so things are happening
whenever he has the time and internet connection to make big moves, and he continues to do
so.

We already know that the main event is the tournament final between Gokhan Saki and Brice
Guidon, and that Tommy Depret will meet Siyar Bahadurzada in the Middleweight MMA Finals.
On top of that Errol "Bonecrusher" Zimmerman vs. Mourad Bouzidi, Nieky Holzken vs. Artur
Kyshenko, Igor Jurkovic vs. Pavel Zuravilov and our good friend Mark "Fight Shark" Miller vs.
Nikolaj Falin are all kickboxing bouts that will go down on that card. Outside of It's Showtime, no
one else in the world can put together such a blockbuster kickboxing card.

There has been a new bout announced featuring two names that kickboxing fans know very
well; Chalid "Die Faust" Arrab and Zabit Samedov. Die Faust won the K-1 Las Vegas Grand
Prix in 2006 and holds big career wins over Musashi and Gary Goodridge. Zabit Samedov has a
72-10 kickboxing career and has decided to take the plunge into MMA, where these two
kickboxers will meet. Die Faust has already fought in ten MMA bouts, so in MMA rules, Die
Faust is already more experienced and actually holds a submission victory.

This isn't the first time where two world class kickboxers have met in MMA rules, but it should
truly be interesting. It is also interesting to note that Zabit Samedov went on record in 2009
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claiming that Golden Glory fighters were all "jacked up on steroids" and that fighters like
Zimmerman have walked around, publicly doing steroids in the gym, at the time upsetting
Golden Glory head honcho Bas Boon.
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